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From the Desk of Editor-in-Chief 
   

The Editorial Team is pleased 

to release the 122nd (April 

2017) edition of your ezine 

PreSense with the regular 

thought-provoking contents.   

 

In this edition, we carry an 

important editorial on the Panchayat Raj 

and its significance. 

 

The recent Assembly elections has thrown 

open a controversy about the Electronic 

Voting Machines (EVMs). Our cover story 

deals with the subject in depth.  We also 

carry an article on the significance of our 

ISRO missiles.   

The nation is celebrating the thousandth 

birth anniversary of Sri Ramanuja, the 

spiritual leader of 11th century who 

combined spiritualism with social justice.  

We carry an exclusive article on Sri 

Ramanuja.  

 

Please send us your feedback to 

editor@corpezine.com.  

.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

– Announcement – 
 

Registration Opens for Sansad Ratna Awards 2017 
 

Broadly the programme is as follows: 
 

9.45 am to 10.45 am - Special Lectures on the Parliamentary System 

11.00 am to 1.00 pm - Awards Function & Interaction with Awardee MPs 

2.00 pm to 3.00 pm - Panel Discussion I - Vision 2022 Agriculture 

3.30 to 4.30 pm - Panel Discussion II - Tamil Nadu Vision 2022  
 

There is no participation fee. Tea / Lunch will be served. Participants will have the 

opportunity to interact with some outstanding Indian Parliamentarians. Registration is 

compulsory due to the capacity of the auditorium. Registration can be done through this 

link: https://goo.gl/XoTTeJ  
 

Please keep visiting the site www.sansadratna.in for updates. 

 

 

mailto:editor@corpezine.com
https://goo.gl/XoTTeJ
http://www.sansadratna.in/
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Editorial 
 

Power to the People 

“India is poor because villages in India are poor. India will be rich when the villages of India are rich.  
Panchayats should be given greater powers, for we want the villagers to have a greater measure of 
swaraj (self-government) in their own villages.”     

– Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first Prime Minister 
 

Even before this quote by Nehru, it was Mahatma Gandhi who nurtured the idea about 

democratic decentralisation through the Panchayat Raj System in India. After initial 

attempts on its establishment in the 1950s which failed, it took a series of failed attempts to 

deal with local issues at the national level, for the Panchayat Raj System to be brought into 

the picture again in 1992. The concept of micro-management and good governance at the 

grassroot level in the remotest corners of the country had to be proven its worth before 

finding itself a place in the Indian Constitution. The Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 

1992 then came into force with effect from 24th April, 1993 institutionalising the Panchayat 

Raj System at the Gaon (Village), Anchalik (Block) and Zilla (District) levels. And so we 

have the 24th of April every year commemorated as the Rashtriya Panchayat Raj Divas 

(National Panchayat Raj Day), when individual Panchayats are recognised and honoured for 

good performance.  

 

The Panchayat Raj System has its share of success stories. They include empowering 

women through special concessions and facilities to them, reaching healthcare to the 

villagers across the remotest areas of the country, ensuring basic infrastructural amenities 

and enabling direct interaction with the people at the local level to address their needs.  

 

Panchayats enable local governance of the people by the people through their locally elected 

representatives. The Panchayat Raj System is a well-thought out concept and in its success, 

India should have been rich through its villages and villagers. The truth however tells a 

different story. Villages continue to suffer from inadequate basic amenities, inaccessibility to 

their rightful ownership of facilities, shabby grievance system to voice their complaints and 

inefficient delivery system for the people.  

 

Our country can boast on paper, of efficient and effective systems in place like our well-

thought out Indian Constitution and our well-conceptualised Panchayat Raj System (to 

name a couple of examples). Even then, the success stories are selective and few. The flaw 

lies in the implementation and execution, and the main culprit is the chronic infiltration of 

corruption into this public office over the years, with corruption becoming a working style 

rather than an impediment. Another reason for the faulty functioning of the Panchayat Raj is 

the interference of political parties in its election and governance. Only a selective few and 

not the people at large are in control, and have a say in its functioning. These selective few 

run the office for their vested interests.  Besides, most of the people at the village and 

grassroots level are illiterate, ignorant, and naïve in the ways and knowledge of governance, 

letting themselves be exploited by those in power.  

 

Therefore, while the Panchayat Raj is the right medium to empower the people and reach 

the amenities to them, the system needs to first be cleansed of its inefficiency, inadequacy 

and corruption and made absolutely accountable before we can see India becoming rich 

through its villages. 

By Susan Koshy, Editor 
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Cover Story 
 

Electronic Voting Machines – Tampered or Tamper-proof? 

Electoral Voting Machines (EVMs) have been the subject of intense discussion and dispute 

after the recent State elections when a major part of the electoral votes went in favour of 

BJP, giving it a thumping majority in the State Assembly. 

 

After the recent Uttar Pradesh and Punjab 

Elections, many opposition leaders alleged that 

the EVMs were tampered with by the political 

party ruling as the central government, to gain 

votes in its favour.  On 12th April 2017, the 

opposition political parties led by Congress 

President Sonia Gandhi met the President of 

India and submitted a memorandum alleging 

that the EVMs were not tamper-proof and that 

it was necessary to revert to paper ballot in the 

future elections.  This move triggered a 

controversy and debate in the media about the 

soundness of EVMs.  As this allegation 

challenged the competence of the Indian 

Election Commission (EC) to conduct fair 

elections, the EC threw an open challenge to all the political parties and scientists to pick 

any EVM from their stock and verify to prove their allegation. 

 

Electronic Voting Machines 

 

It was in 1999 that the Indian Election Commission first used Electronic Voting Machines on 

a trial basis in some Assembly constituencies.  Shri T S Krishna Murthy, the then Chief 

Election Commissioner of India decided to use EVMs in all the 543 Parliamentary 

Constituencies for the first time in the 2004 General Elections.   

 

“It took us more than two years to plan, organise and prepare for using EVMs in all the 

constituencies.  At that time, we used nearly 1 million machines for the General Elections.  

The machines were manufactured by two Public Sector organisations viz. Bharat Electronics 

(Under the Ministry of Defence) and Electronic 

Corporation of India Ltd (under the Atomic Energy 

Department of the Government of India).  These 

machines are like calculators.  The programme in 

the machine is burnt into a one-time 

programmable chip or masked chip and it can 

never be altered or tampered with.  A high level 

technical team, headed by Dr Indiresan, Director of 

the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) made a 

thorough examination of the technology and 

cleared it for use in the General Elections.  The 

introduction of EVMs saved more than 10,000 tons 

of paper, thereby saving thousands of trees at 

every election”, said T S Krishna Murthy. 

 

According to T S Krishna Murthy, even in 2004 there were allegations about EVMs by some 

T S Krishna Murthy 

Opposition parties meeting the President of India 
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political parties. He permitted anyone and everyone to examine the machines for any 

irregularity in the presence of a technical team.  But nobody could find any flaw. He also 

added that after introduction of EVMs, there is no invalid votes.  There is also speed as the 

counting is done quickly and results announced without delay in few hours, which normally 

used to take long time when paper ballot was used.  

 

Losers Blame EVMs, Winners Accept Them, Always! 

 

It is observed that whenever a political party loses, its 

representatives immediately attribute their loss to faulty 

EVMs, rejecting the verdict of the electorate that had 

decided to vote against them.  When sitting political 

leaders lose their seats in the elections, they invariably 

attribute the outcome to faulty EVMs and never accept 

the defeat as the verdict of their electorate. However, 

when they get elected in the subsequent elections, they 

quietly accept the verdict given by EVMs and do not 

reject the verdict that won them their electoral seats. 

Since 2004, there has been three cycles of General 

Elections to the Parliament and three cycles of Assembly 

Elections that were conducted in the country without any 

controversy.  There has been change of guard in the 

Governments both at the Centre and in the states.  If we 

examine the electoral results of the State Assembly 

elections held earlier this year, BJP won in the state of 

Uttar Pradesh (UP) while the Congress won in the 

northern state of Punjab. Interestingly, the opposition 

parties alleged faulty EVMs only for the UP Eelection 

results, but have accepted the verdict of the EVMs for the 

victory in Punjab.   

 

When the present ruling party, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) lost in the General Elections 

in 2009, they too had blamed faulty EVMs for the results. The Election Commission had then 

challenged the political parties to prove their allegation that the EVMs were not tamper-

proof. But no one could establish any proof to substantiate the allegation against faulty 

EVMs. Instead, one of the political leaders of BJP, GVL Narasimha Rao wrote a 230-page 

book titled ‘Democracy at Risk’, alleging irregularities in the election process because of 

faulty EVMs.  The party veteran, L K Advani had written the Foreword for the book and the 

book was released with great fanfare.   

 

In 2014, when BJP won more than 280 seats in the Lok Sabha earning a thumping majority, 

they did not reject the results based on their earlier allegation.  Instead they now defend 

the reliability of the EVMs.  It is the turn of the opposition party, the Congress along with 

other opposition parties to blame the EVMs for their electoral defeat.   

 

Interestingly, in the 1971 General Elections, when the then ruling party with its leader, 

Indira Gandhi swept the elections against the grand alliance of all opposition parties, all the 

opposition parties had then attributed Indira’s victory to a ‘magic ink’! 

 

Notwithstanding all the allegations, the political parties do not realise that in their selfish 

pursuit, they are damaging the image of the country and questioning the credibility of the 

Election Commission of India which is a world class institution and the pride of India.   
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Allegations 

 

There are two types of complaints about the EVMs: 

 

1. The voter is entitled to know to which political party he has voted for.  The present 

system does not provide that transparency.   

2. The programme can be manipulated to favour a single party. Hence, India should revert 

to paper ballot. Incidentally, many advanced countries still do not use EVMs. 

 

Transparency 

 

In response to a writ petition filed by Dr Subramanian Swamy, Member of Parliament, the 

Election Commission had offered to introduce VVPAT (Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail).  In 

VVPAT, when a voter presses a button in the EVM in favour of a candidate, he will see a 

print out of the paper trail with the symbol of the candidate through a covered glass 

window.  The paper trail will fall within that box and it will not be accessible to the voter.  

The Election Commission has assured that VVPAT will be introduced in all the 543 

constituencies in the 2019 General Elections.   For this purpose, the Election Commission 

has withdrawn all the EVMs manufactured before 2006 and is now substituting them with 

new M3 EVMs which are compatible with the VVPAT device.  

 

Whether Tamper-Proof 

 

For the purpose of writing this article, the Editorial Team discussed with the politicians who 

had complained against EVMs, some IIT Professors and some senior officials of the Public 

Sector Companies manufacturing these machines. 

 

Presently, the Election Commission has three models.  M1 EVMs, manufactured before 

2006, have been withdrawn. They were used in several previous elections without any 
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hassle.  M2 EVMs manufactured after 2006 but before 2012 and the latest M3 EVMs, 

manufactured after 2013, are now in use. 

 

In addition to the security features that were available in the earlier models of EVMs (M1 & 

M2), the new M3 EVM produced after 2013 have additional features like Tamper Detection 

and Self Diagnostics. The Tamper Detection feature makes the EVM inoperative the moment 

anyone tries to open the machine. The Self Diagnostic feature checks the EVM fully every 

time it is switched on. Any change in its hardware or software will be detected.   

 

Nearly 1.5 million EVMs are being used by the Election Commission.  The machines are 

numbered and kept in a high security area.  There is a ‘Standard Operating Procedure’ for 

handling and movement of EVMs.  When the Parliament and Assembly elections take place, 

EVMs are moved across different states.  For example, if 100,000 machines are required in 

the state of Karnataka, they are acquired at random from two or three distant states.  

These machines are kept under highest security till they are moved to the polling booths.  

EVMs are allotted at random to polling booths.  Before the commencement of the poll, 

polling officials demonstrate the use of EVM with a mock poll before all the contesting 

candidates.  The machines are under the surveillance of close-circuit cameras and security 

officials.  Tampering of the machines and replacing its chip is impossible.  If anyone 

attempts to tamper with the machine, it becomes inoperative. Since the EVMs are allotted 

at random, it is totally not possible to guess the order in which the candidates are listed and 

then to manipulate the chip.   Every machine is accounted for like a currency note. 

 

45 days after declaring the results, if there is no court case, the data is removed from the 

machines and kept under security.  The machines are then moved to another state for 

another election, depending on the requirement.   

 

EVMs are Calculators 

 

Indian EVMs are stand-alone machines like calculators.  They are not computers and not 

connected to the internet.  They cannot be operated through the Wireless, WiFi, Bluetooth 

or the Mobile Phone.   In India, Public Sector Organisations manufacture these EVMs, unlike 

other countries where they are manufactured by private companies. It is for this reason that 

some countries withdrew the use of EVMs as they faced legal issues.   

 

India is the only country where 

the Election Commission is a 

constitutional body.  With more 

than 800 million voters, the 

Indian Election Commission has 

made every Indian proud of the 

free and fair conduct of polls with 

high level of transparency.  Some 

geopolitical forces are bent on 

tarnishing the image of India and 

its proud institutions. It is important that our country’s political parties do not fall prey to 

this mischief for their own selfish interest, and be lured by these geopolitical forces.  They 

should examine the reasons for the outcome of the elections instead of blaming the EVMs, 

and then work out strategies to win back the confidence of the electorate. 

 

By K. Srinivasan, Editor in Chief 

 

Political parties should examine the 

reasons for the outcome of the 
elections instead of blaming the 

EVMs, and then work out strategies to 
win back the confidence of the 

electorate. 
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Nation 
 

Sri Ramanuja – Combining Spiritualism with Social Justice 

 
The nation is celebrating the thousandth birth 

anniversary of Sri Ramanuja (1017-1137), a spiritual 

leader who lived in the 11th century.  In those days of 

caste suppressions, Sri Ramanujam as a spiritual 

leader introduced several practices braving all 

oppositions, in order to promote social justice. 

 

Social Justice 

 

Sri Ramanuja is believed to have lived for 120 years 

dedicating his entire life to a spiritual life with social 

justice.  Although he was born in a Brahmin family, 

he selected his spiritual Guru from a different 

community.   

 

One thousand years ago, when temples forbade the 

entry of ‘lower’ caste people, Sri Ramanuja allowed 

them into the temple and to participate in all the 

temple rituals.  He accepted his ‘sishyas’ (students) 

from all communities, including the ‘downtrodden’ 

caste.  He treated them all equally. He valued a person not by his birth or caste but by his 

devotion to God, irrespective of his social status.  

 

He addressed the downtrodden caste people as ‘Thiru Kulathar’ (meaning Descendants of 

Maha Lakshmi).  It may be noted that Mahatma Gandhi in the 20th century called them 

‘Harijans’ (Descendants of Lord Vishnu).  Sri Ramanuja administered ‘Pancha-samaskara’, 

to all people irrespective of their caste.  ‘Pancha-Samaskara’ was a ritual which was 

administered only to the upper caste people, to initiate them into ‘Vaishnavism’.  

 

Management Qualities 

 

He created ‘Standard Operating Procedures’ for all Vaishnavite temples, thus providing the 

opportunity to all the people irrespective of their community, to worship and participate in 

the rituals.  The concept of ‘social engineering’ was introduced by him in those days.  Even 

today, all the Vaishnavite temples in the South follow this procedure.  

 

Muslim Princess Honoured in Hindu Temple 

 

When the Moghul King conquered the Mysore area and took away the idol of Lord Vishnu 

from the Melkote temple, Sri Ramanuja went all the way from down south, to Delhi and 

brought back the idol and re-installed it in the temple.  The Muslim princess at Delhi who 

was fond of the idol, could not bear the separation and came down to Melkote.  In her 

honour, Sri Ramanuja established a shrine in the temple and named the shrine ‘Bibi 

Nachiar’.  Even today, only Roti is offered in this shrine in accordance with her tradition.   

 

 

Sri Ramanuja as in Srirangam Temple 
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Social Responsibility 

 

Sri Ramanuja provided free 

‘prasadams’ to all devotees. He 

constructed many ‘Ramanuja 

Kootams’, similar to the modern 

day ‘Yatri Nivas’ and provided 

free food and shelter to all 

pilgrims.  He insisted on the 

cleanliness of the temple 

kitchen in all temples. 

 

He was also a great visionary.  

He renovated many temple 

tanks and constructed tanks in 

villages.  He insisted on ‘rain 

water harvesting’ to ensure 

sufficient water supply to the 

people all times.  He designed 

and built a lake near Melkote 

between two rocky hills.  He 

named this lake Thirumala 

Sagar.  This lake, popularly 

known as Thondalur Lake has medicinal properties and that its water has never dried up 

since its creation, even in severe drought conditions. 

 

Spiritual Works 

 

He travelled the entire nation and created a mass movement on ‘spiritual renaissance’, 

combining spirituality with social justice.  He authored several books in Sanskrit. His books, 

Sri Bhashyam (inner meaning of Brahma Sutra) and Gita Bhashyam (inner meaning of 

Bhagwat Gita) are considered authoritative by scholars today. Sri Ramanuja’s concept of 

social justice has greater significance in the world and the society today.   

 

PreSense has submitted an appeal to the Government of India to honour the birth day of Sri 

Ramanuja as ‘Social Justice Day’ and to release a coin and a postal stamp in his honour.  

 

By K. Srinivasan, Editor in Chief 

 
 

 
 

 
PreSense thanks Canara Bank 

for their sponsorship support   
to the Sansad Ratna 2017 

Award function 

 
 

Thondanur lake 
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Technology 
 

India’s Enviable Missile Shield Programme 

India is at the threshold of mastering the ballistic 

missile shield technology which only four other 

countries in the world viz. The United States of 

America, Russia, Israel and China, possess so far. 

This is sufficient reason for any Indian to feel 

more secure, and proud that India has developed 

such a cutting-edge technology on its own.  

                     

In February 2017, our Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

had congratulated the defence scientists for the 

successful trial of the ballistic missile defence 

system, and announced the arrival of India into the 

elite club of countries possessing the prowess of shooting down an incoming ballistic missile 

that could threaten the security of the country.  

 

What we have really achieved is the capacity and technology to be able to electronically 

monitor the space above India. This is done in two layers. The integrated Missile Control 

Centre (MCC) will keep watch over the space from a height of 150km to 200km using one 

technology, and the lower space from a height of 50km to 100km using another technology 

on a 24X7 basis. MCC can detect even a very small object of the size of a cricket ball, 

evaluate its path, decide whether the object is aimed at any point in India, and if so, shoot 

a missile from a suitable location in India and destroy that object/missile at that high 

altitude space itself. And all these actions would take place in about 90 seconds. MCC has a 

missile hit rate of about 99.8 % which is a coveted high percentage on any count.  

The Indian Ballistic Missile Defence Programme is an initiative to develop and deploy a 

multi-layered ballistic missile defence system to protect Indian cities and installations, from 

ballistic missile attacks. 

 

Introduced in the light of ballistic missile threats from the country’s neighbours, it is a 

double-tiered system consisting of two land and sea-based interceptor missiles, namely 

Prithvi Air Defence (PAD) missile for high altitude interception, and Advanced Air Defence 

(AAD) Missile for lower altitude interception. The two-tiered shield should be able to 

intercept any incoming missile launched from 5,000 kilometres away. The system also 

includes an overlapping network of early warning and tracking radars, as well as command 

and control posts. PAD was tested in November 2006, followed by AAD in December 2007. 

A recent test of the system was done by the Defence Research and Development 

Organisation (DRDO) off the coast of the Abdul Kalam Island (earlier called Wheeler 

Island) in the Bay of Bengal, off the eastern state of Odisha on 12 th February, 2017. PAD 

is now renamed Pradyumna. 

 

All credit goes to the team of Indian scientists and engineers who achieved this feat with 

remarkable and envious perfection. This achievement deserves the attention and notice of 

all our school and college going children, to inspire and motivate them to pursue interest in 

STEM (Science-Technology-Engineering-Mathematics) subjects, so that our nation truly 

becomes a power both technologically and economically. 

 

By Dr R.Jagannathan, Editorial Advisor 
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Hindi 
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